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Introduction/Motivation
Teacher-Value-Added (TVA) is about measuring the unique contribution of teachers
to student outcomes

This is relevant for several reasons:
1 Tool for personnel evaluations and pay programs.
2 The variance of TVA quantifies the "importance" of teachers.
3 The covariance between TVA and student characteristics quantities "sorting"

However, concerns have been raised regarding the estimates:
1 Bias of the estimates.

Rothstein (2010), Paufler and Amrein-Beardsley (2014), Bitler et al. (2019)
2 Limitations of the estimates.

Jackson (2012), Rose et al. (2022).

What we do:
1 We use a TWFE model to estimate TVA while allowing for time-varying student fixed

effects (TV-TWFE).
2 We use our TVA to further analyse (1) sorting and segregation patterns (2)

characteristics associated with TVA estimates.
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Data and Institutional Setting

We use Danish administrative data from all Danish public schools.

We are able to link teachers and students on a nationwide scale
We are able to link students/teachers to various other registers

General background characteristics of teachers/students
Nationwide well-being surveys of students

National tests

In the school year 2009/2010 a nationwide test system was implemented for math
and reading for various grades.

The tests are adaptive and standardized within-subject and grade.

After basic restrictions, we end up with a data set of 1.1 million observations with
30.000 individual teachers and 380.000 students.
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TVA Estimation I - Lagged-Score Value-Added

TVA is commonly estimated using

Ygt = ψj(g,t) + X ′
gtγ + εgt

where X ’s are controls such that TVA estimates are causal. That is, to ensure that

E
[
εgt |X ′

gt , ψj(g,t)

]
= E

[
εgt |X ′

gt

]

Often the lagged score Yg,t−1 is included in X .

This model does not allow for sorting between latent teacher quality and student
performance (after controls).
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Estimation II: TWFE Value-Added

Following the seminal Abowd et al. (1999) (AKM), the TWFE value-added model is

Ygt = αg + ψj(g,t) + εgt

It controls for student-specific effects, αg , when estimating teacher fixed-effects, ψj

Notice that ψj is measured using "movers".

One needs mean independence for valid identification of the TVA.
Hence, "mobility" needs to be exogenous for ψj to be identified.

Violated when student moves are determined by time-specific performance.
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Estimation III: TV-TWFE

We propose controlling for time-specific student effects

Ygt

s

= αg

t

+ ψj(g,t

,s

) + εgt

s

Student fixed-effects do not need to be time-invariant.

Hence, symmetric mobility is allowed as long as it is not subject-specific.
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Results - Overview

Given valid identification, we present different parameter estimates that are of general
interest.

1 Variance decomposition
How "important" are teachers?
How much do students "sort"?

2 What other characteristics are TVA associated with?
Teacher characteristics.
Well-being of the student.
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Results - Variance Decomposition - Compare TWFE & TV-TWFE
We compare variance decompositions of TWFE and TV-TWFE to quantify the endogenous
mobility bias. (using Kline et al. (2020) to account for limited mobility bias)

We argue that including time-specific student effects to account for endogenous mobility is
essential for valid estimation of TVA in our setting.
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Results - Variance Decomposition

Next, we investigate more detailed variance decompositions (Song et al. (2019),
Haltiwanger et al. (2022))
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Results - What is TVA Associated with?
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Results - Do students perceive high-TVA teachers differently
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Conclusion

We argue that including time-varying student-specific controls provide stronger
identification of TVA.

Our results indicate that due to endogenous mobility bias
1 The variance of TVA tends to be underestimated
2 Sorting tends to be overestimated

in our empirical setting.

(preliminary) results indicate that segregation of students is substantial and that
the primary segregation and sorting is happening between schools and not within
schools.

High TVA teachers are associated with higher education performance. Lastly, high
TVA teachers are associated with many other well-being outcomes of the student,
particularly those related to classroom management.
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Future Work

We have several suggestions for future research
TVA associations.

Future outcomes?
Teacher quality composition associated with educational choice?
Interaction effects for teacher characteristics and future outcomes?

Thanks!

Contact: mmoerk@econ.au.dk
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Identification relies on conditional independence between ψ and ε.

Hence, sorting is not allowed.

We propose an alternative model that allows for sorting between teacher quality
and student performance.
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Alternatively, following the seminal Abowd et al. (1999) (AKM), the TWFE
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It controls for student-specific effects, αg , when estimating teacher fixed-effects, ψj
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We propose controlling for time-specific student effects
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Student fixed-effects do not need to be time-invariant.

Hence, symmetric mobility is allowed as long as it is not subject-specific.
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TV-TWFE - Example

Assume all teachers are equally competent

Teachers are no longer wrongly evaluated.
Estimation
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